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Bret Mileski is the founder of Ackland
Media Systems. His career as a grass
roots entrepreneur in non-traditional
outdoor advertising spans over 2
decades. He served as VP of the
Inflatable Advertising Dealers
Association (IADA) and launched 1-800Great Ad in 2001, which grew to over
$4.6 Million in annual revenue by 2006.
“You’ve got to SAY something – and it’s
got to MEAN something, because in
Business,
it’s not who you know –
it’s who knows YOU!”
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This ebook is about one of the greatest business
opportunities of all time. Billboards. The one thing businesses
will always need is CUSTOMERS, and the one thing that has to
be done to get customers is to communicate effectively, and
on a large scale – to those who could become customers.

“If You Want to Get the People to a Business,
-- -- -- -- -- -You’ve Got to Take the Business to the People.”

That’s what Billboards do.
They take businesses to people. And they work!
From an entrepreneurial standpoint, FORTUNES have been made in the
Billboard Industry. Historically, they’ve been a phenomenal path to financial
success because of the LOW entry cost, coupled with an ENORMOUS
potential payoff. Many have created Income for Life.
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.The following is an excerpt from an article
entitled, “Why a Small Investment in

Billboards is the Best Investment You Can
Make” by Frank Rolfe, who built up a Billboard
inventory of his own, and sold it to a large
company for a handsome 7 figures.

“The upside is huge, and the downside is negligible.
And the opportunities are all around you.”
UPSIDE:
You can find new billboard locations, and obtain
ground leases and permits for them. You can then sell the ground
lease and permit to other billboard companies at phenomenal prices. On the low end, you can get $5,000 to
$15,000. On the high end, on a very desirable location, you can get $100,000 or more. That’s right, you can
buy a house from the proceeds of selling one un-built billboard location. And that’s not some boast from a
cheesy late-night “get rich quick scheme” infomercial.
You can keep the billboard locations you find, and build or renovate them, and rent them out and keep the
income... build a nice income stream with just a few signs. And there is conventional lending still available for
building signs, despite the banking crisis. And if you become tired of operating your billboards, you can
always sell them to bigger companies at great prices. Several of the Forbes 400 quietly made their money in
this manner, including Ted Turner, John Kluge and Artie Moreno.

DOWNSIDE:
None. That’s right: none. The beauty of the billboard business is the complete lack of massive capital
investment.”

That was before digital print technology met the Ackland Media Frame,

making

“Wallscape Billboards” on existing structures a far less
expensive option than traditional “stand alone” Billboards. This
book is dedicated to providing a basic outline and methodology
for establishing Wallscape Billboards. We call them “Billboards
-- New & Improved” Because the historically low cost of entry is
now even LOWER than before. If you do it right, you can even create them for NO OUT OF POCKET
COST WHATSOEVER. If you’re looking to create an income stream for decades, with a built-in
option to cash out – requiring little or no up-front investment, you’re on the right track…
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BEFORE YOU START:
Get Acquainted with “Out-of Home”
Terminology & Concepts
What is “Out-of-Home”
Advertising?

“Out of H

ome”

You can’
Out-of-Home (OOH) Advertising
t zap it.
You can’
Includes outdoor advertising and
t ignore i
t.
advertising anywhere consumers travel
- - You C
an’t Miss
during the course of a day, “out of
It!
their homes”.
OOH is not: Newspaper, Radio, TV, Direct Mail, Yellow Pages, or Internet.

VISUAL

Download a
Glossary of Terms
Features & Benefits
HERE

It’s the one medium that takes your message to your audience, and reaches active
consumers where they are most likely to take notice -- outside of their homes.
OOH Advertising is the most cost-effective advertising available,
boasting the lowest cost per thousand impressions (CPM) of all commercial
media. You can’t zap it. You can’t ignore it. You can’t miss it.
It can’t be turned off like TV, or tuned out like radio, or discarded like newspaper
and magazines. Instead, it puts your message at eye-level in front of thousands of
consumers, all day, every day – and it commands attention!
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CHAPTER 1:

Find a City with
a Friendly Sign Code
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This step lays a firm foundation on which
You can begin to build your future business.
You’ll want to find several cities, of course.
But the first one is a major milestone.
As you know, a pdf of most cities’ sign ordinance
is available online.
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You can almost always download and
print sections of a city’s ordinance, if you
like. (I prefer to have a printed version so I
can read and highlight the relevant points
over a cup of coffee.) Once you’re on a
city’s website, search using “Signs”, or
“Sign Code”.
Then, look for info in the following
subsections:
• “Off-Premises Signage”
(Signs that advertise businesses other than those located on-site.)

• “Prohibited Signs (May as well cut to the chase.)
• “Advertising Signs”
• “Billboards”
• “Permits”- Temporary & Permanent.
You will most likely need to obtain some kind of permit, such as
a “Sign Permit” or “Building Permit”, etc.

City says, "No Frame? -- No Banner!"
Cities everywhere are seeking new ways to help businesses gain exposure in a dismal
economy. At the same time, avoiding "Eye-Pollution" is very important to some.
Here is one city's solution to banners flapping in the wind, or being displayed in a saggy or
unsightly manner: (Excerpt from Greenville, NC - Sign Ordinance)
(5)(a)To qualify as a permanent wall sign, displays made from non‑self‑supporting materials,
including flex‑face type signs, shall be permanently affixed to the building or other structure
by a method approved by the Building Inspector, and the display (sign face) shall be enclosed
and/or attached:
1. By a two-inch or wider raised frame that supports the sign face; or

2. Within a 2-inch or wider raised sign cabinet specifically designed for support of sign.
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Rememb
e
We’re ta r –
lking
Income
for DECA
DES…

“ Researching
municipalities is a critical
1st step. It may seem
tedious – but stick with it.
Finding the right city will
make it all worthwhile .”

Carefully read through the definitions section of each ordinance,
especially if you plan to use existing buildings and walls as the
primary structures to support your billboards. (Recommended.)
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CHAPTER 2:
Locate a Building with Great Visibility (on a
Busy Street, Intersection or Highway )
Location determines market value, and defines Advertising Rates.

Traffic = Value
Exposure = Revenue
Eyeballs = Equity
While the size of the billboard definitely plays a part, far more important is
the number of impressions your billboard will create.
In other words, the number of eyeballs that will view it. Advertising is sold
on a ”CPM” (Cost Per Thousand) basis. As you establish long-term
advertising properties, the old adage applies. “Location. Location.
Location.” In business, people often say, “It’s not what you know – it’s
who you know.” When it comes to advertising,
the reality is, “It’s not who you know – It’s who knows YOU!”

In Business, people often say,
“It’s not what you know –
It’s who you know.”
---In Advertising, the reality is:
“It’s not who you know ---It’s who knows YOU!
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Visibility
Sells.
In other words, the biggest, boldest, brightest billboards, with the most creative and
enticing messages will fall flat, if nobody sees them…

As you seek out profitable properties,
look out for those potential Billboard
sites that are somewhat elevated, and
have a CLEAR LINE OF SIGHT from
the passersby to your
Wallscape Billboards.
Try to avoid trees, power lines, street
lights, awnings, and anything else that
would obstruct the all important “line of
sight”. Not always avoidable, but do
your best.

•What is a Wallscape?
A “Wallscape” is typically defined as “a custom advertisement on
the front or side of a building with the graphic usually printed in a
large format, exceeding 4 ft
in each direction, sometimes
spanning several stories.”
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VISIBILITY SELLS.
Choose your Wallscape
Billboard sites with this in
mind.
“The eyes have it.”
If your Wallscape/Billboard can
only be viewed from one
direction, it’s best if you locate
it on the near side of the street
(right side.) Billboards on the
opposite side of the street (left
side) are known as “cross
readers”.
Produce
Cross readers can still perform
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side for better
readability.
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CHAPTER 3:
Approach Building Owner and Ask if
He/She Would be Interested in Additional
Revenue
• Free Money / No Investment Required
• From “The World’s Greatest Tenant”
“Dear Mr./Mrs. Building Owner,
How would you like to earn some free money?” (What would you
say?)
No clogged drains, no maintenance requirements, etc. With
Billboard Revenue, you can drastically improve your commercial
bottom line, as a commercial property owner. Since no
investment is required, and there are no maintenance costs, any
revenue you gain will be 100% PURE PROFIT.
There’s npthing to buy or lease. If we approve your location,
our company will fund the entire construction cost, and then
offer you a revenue split for the Advertising space.
Please give me a call if you’d like to discuss it further.
Thank you.

We recommend a minimum lease term of
20 years, but the longer the better.
Longer leases are common because
they’re advantageous to all parties involved.
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CHAPTER 4:
Finding Owners to Partner With
Good, old-fashioned cold
calling on the prime
locations is a great way to
begin the process of finding
motivated property owners.
Sometimes, you may have
to climb the different rungs
on the personnel ladder –
receptionist, property
manager, association,
owner, etc.

LANDING PAGE VISUALIZATION

We recommend building or
obtaining a contact
database and conducting
regular email blasts to
create awareness of your
opportunity and generate
interest and incoming phone
calls from prospective
owners.

Email marketing is a low-cost, highly effective method of reaching your
target audience. I have found iContact.com to be an excellent platform,
especially if you are not a “techie”. You can start with a free trial and then
begin your regular marketing campaigns for under $50/month.
Ackland Media Systems 1-866-928-9744
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CHAPTER 5:
Enter into Long-Term Agreement with
Building/Property Owner
Don’t let the term “long-term” worry
you. All parties involved can gain
great value and still maintain
flexibility for the duration of the
lease. There are many financial
bennies for an owner who engages
in a long-term billboard lease.

VISUAL

$500/Mo
for 20 Y
ears

= $120K

(just for
One Billb
oard!)

Get Your
EZchange
Graphic Kit
Here!

• Increased Property Value
• Lease is Transferable (can be sold or maintained with or without property)
• Lease can be Held by Owner for Income Purposes, even if Property is Sold.
Some professionals earn a great living just by buying & selling billboard leases.
• Billboard Leases can be Bank Financed, which makes buying and selling
them much easier.
Ackland Media Systems 1-866-928-9744
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CHAPTER 6:
Create “Your Ad Here” Artwork to
Help Sell the Ad Space
This step will create public awareness, and multiply your sales effort.
“Drive-By” Advertisements should be colorful, exciting and enticing. If you
can impact BILLBOARD PROSPECTS with your ad, they’ll know they can
impact other people -- with theirs.

The Artwork you are creating will be displayed on your own Wallscape
Billboard if you don’t yet have an advertising client lined up by the time
you have your Ackland Media Frame System installed. Create your artwork
at whatever size the finished rectangle will be, keeping in mind that the
viewable area will be about 6” smaller in height and width to allow for the
frame. (Just to be clear, the vinyl and frame will be cut at the exact same
size.) The printed piece of vinyl will be shipped to you along with the
frame, either on a roll, or neatly folded, and ready to install.
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•

IMPACT
!

The goal is, quite simply, to get interested potential
customers to call you to inquire about advertising on the
awesome new billboard they just saw.

Why should People Advertise with You?
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Increase Sales - Create Awareness - Brand Identification
Effectively Reach their Target Market
Competitive Advantage
Get the Town Talking
Low Cost Per Thousand Impressions
People Passing – BUY!
It’s not who you know – It’s who knows YOU!

Ackland Media Systems 1-866-928-9744
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Use the
“A.I.D.A. Formula”
when creating your Billboard Ad.

“A” = ATTENTION
(Get it!) This speaks to the importance
of having a POWERFUL HEADLINE,
and/or a High-Impact Visual.

“I” = INTEREST
Once you’ve grabbed their attention, and gotten them to read
your Billboard, the next objective is to spark their interest. They are
already asking (either consciously or subconsciously,)
“What’s in it for ME?” Begin to answer that question by painting a mental
picture with them in it.

“D” = DESIRE
Desire is what happens when the
imagined benefits of a prospect
advertising on your billboard crystallizes
the need/want and motivates them
to the next phase.

“A” = ACTION
Hopefully, your benefit is so compelling, that people are already reaching
for their phone to give you a call. (BTW, it helps if you can get a
memorable toll-free number, to make it easier for prospective clients to
call you, or write down the # from their car. Our company uses “1-800Great Ad” which is available to you also, for a small service fee. Email:
Brad@AcklandMediaFrames.com for more info
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YOUR MESSAGE should create urgency, and give a

CALL-TO- ACTION
Examples:
“First-Come -First Served”
“Call Today!”
“1st Month FREE”
“While Supply Lasts”
“Don’t Wait, Call Now!”
“Offer Expires”

Ackland Media Systems 1-866-928-9744
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CHAPTER 8: SEAL the DEAL! (Sign
the Contract)
Even if you seem to have a great
relationship with the property owner,
don’t take another step until both
parties have signed the contract. Being
disciplined at this stage of
the relationship will keep things
from getting ugly if a dispute
arises down the road. You can
have a real estate attorney draw
up a contract for you, or we have a
template available for purchase at: www.
AcklandMediaFrames.com
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Chapter 9: ORDER YOUR
WALLSCAPE BILLBOARD
MATERIALS
Everything you need, in a Do-It-Yourself
Bundle, Ready to Install, Right Here
AcklandMediaFrames.com
Here you’ll find by far, the most user-friendly,
cost-effective, attachment system for creating
instant Billboards on any wall. (it even works
on box trucks and semi trailers!)

Ackland Media Systems 1-866-928-9744
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Chapter 10: Install Your
Wallscape Billboard
Just follow the simple instructions, which come inside of each
shipping tube/container. All you need is a drill/screwgun, and
some wall anchors. (Tape measure, pencil & utility knife may
help, too! ☺)
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Wallscape Produced by Roberts Graphics, Wildomar, CA
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CHAPTER 11:
SELL! SELL! SELL!
TIME TO TAKE YOUR
SHOW ON THE ROAD.
Start knocking on doors.
Timid salespeople have
skinny kids! Most
advertising companies use
a “Rate Card” to show
pricing, terms,
requirements, etc.
In the early stages, we
suggest making a rate card
for each Wallscape
Billboard or property.
Later, when your inventory
grows, it will probably
make sense to combine
your data into one
document for presentation
purposes.

Here is an example of a simple rate card which displays
(2) Billboards on a single building. (Feel free to use the same format.)
Ackland Media Systems 1-866-928-9744
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USE A SIMILAR APPROACH FOR
YOUR SALES TO LOCAL
BUSINESSES that you utilized to reach
out to building and property owners.
Cold Call to learn who the Decision
Makers are and obtain their contact
info. Leave a 1-pg flyer about your
Billboard (Don’t leave the rate Card
yet! Save that for when you get the
sales appointment.)

Enter the Decision Maker contact info into an
email marketing database.
Conduct regular follow-up via phone and email in order to secure an
appointment with interested parties. Begin email marketing campaign 1-2
times per month.

Sell the Advertising on a
6-Month, 12-Month, and 24-Month basis.
You can always take a short-term booking if your board is vacant, but short
term bookings should command a premium, especially since they are usually
related to a time-sensitive special event. The longer the term, the better the
price. It’s also customary to charge an up-front production fee to cover the
costs of printing and installation.
$500 - $2000 is customary, depending on the size.

It’s a common practice to waive the production fee, as
an incentive for customers who opt for the longer
advertising term.
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CHAPTER 12:
COLLECT THE MONEY

.

CHAPTER 13:
REPEAT STEPS 2-8
REPEATEDLY!!
Stay with it. Keep going.
Don’t give up. Learn the game.
Make it happen. Persevere.

Remember, we’re talking potential Income
for Life.
You can retire NICELY on a dozen or so
Billboards.
Ackland Media Systems
1-866-928-9744
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We recommend collecting a
deposit, at the time of contract
signing. The amount should be
equal to either: the production
fee, plus (1) month’s rent, or
the first and last months’
Billboard rental. This will give
you a little leverage if your
advertising client ever becomes
“slow pay”.
Invoice the client every 30 days.
Upon receipt of the payment,
send the building/property
owner the agreed upon
compensation.

